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Abstract
A core problem in statistical network analysis is to develop network analogues
of classical techniques. The problem of bootstrapping network data stands out as
especially challenging, since typically one observes only a single network, rather than
a sample. Here we propose two methods for obtaining bootstrap samples for networks
drawn from latent space models. The first method generates bootstrap replicates of
network statistics that can be represented as U-statistics in the latent positions, and
avoids actually constructing new bootstrapped networks. The second method generates
bootstrap replicates of whole networks, and thus can be used for bootstrapping any
network function. Commonly studied network quantities that can be represented as
U-statistics include many popular summaries, such as average degree and subgraph
counts, but other equally popular summaries, such as the clustering coefficient, are not
expressible as U-statistics and thus require the second bootstrap method. Under the
assumption of a random dot product graph, a type of latent space network model, we
show consistency of the proposed bootstrap methods. We give motivating examples
throughout and demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods on synthetic data.
1 Introduction
As network data have become ever more common in the sciences, there has emerged a need
for network analogues of classical statistical methods. Such analogues have been developed
for tasks such as network two-sample testing (Fosdick and Hoff 2015; Tang et al. 2017b,a),
changepoint detection (Wang et al. 2018) and community estimation (i.e., the network ana-
logue of clustering; Lyzinski et al. 2014; Abbe 2018), to name a few, but many other common
tasks still have no network equivalents, or have not been rigorously studied. One such task
is the generation of bootstrap samples. The bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani 1994) allows
one to make inferences about a population distribution by resampling from an observed
i.i.d. sample. Unfortunately, the fact that we typically observe only one network has made
developing network analogues difficult, though there are resampling methods for other de-
pendent data such as time series (see, e.g., Lahiri 2003), and methods for the related task of
cross-validation on networks have been developed (see Li et al. 2016, and citations therein).
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We propose two related bootstrap methods for networks, one for generating bootstrap
samples of certain network statistics (e.g., subgraph counts, centrality measures, etc.), and
another for generating bootstrap replicates of whole networks. Obviously the latter method
can also be used to bootstrap network statistics, but it comes with a higher computational
cost, and thus it is convenient to have the first method, which still applies to many commonly
used network statistics. We are aware of only two other papers on this topic, Bhattacharyya
and Bickel (2015); Green and Shalizi (2017), both focused on the problem of bootstrap-
ping subgraph counts of networks generated from graphons. Subgraph counts (or, more
accurately, subgraph densities) play a role for node-exchangeable random graphs (i.e., those
generated from graphons) that is analogous to that of moments for Euclidean data (Bickel
et al. 2011; Lova´sz 2012; Maugis et al. 2017), and thus obtaining confidence intervals for
these quantities given an observed graph enables downstream inference for many questions
of statistical interest. For a particular subgraph of interest on p vertices, Bhattacharyya
and Bickel (2015) generate bootstrap replicates of its counts by sampling from the set of
connected p-node subgraphs of the observed network, using the algorithm introduced in
Wernicke (2006). Following similar lines, Green and Shalizi (2017) consider two related
methods for generating bootstrap samples of subgraph counts from an observed network.
The first relies upon resampling from what the authors term the empirical graphon, which
amounts to resampling vertices with replacement from the observed network. The second
method relies upon resampling from a stochastic block model fit to the observed network,
under the intuition that such a model will be a good approximation to any graphon, provided
the number of communities is chosen suitably large.
Subgraph counts are no doubt important, but there are many other network quantities of
interest, and little is known about obtaining bootstrap samples for any other than subgraph
counts. Under network latent space models (Hoff et al. 2002), many such quantities of interest
can be expressed as U-statistics of the latent positions. We show (Theorem 2) that under
a particular but fairly general latent space model known as the random dot product graph
(Young and Scheinerman 2007), these U-statistics can be bootstrapped by first estimating
the latent positions of the vertices and then bootstrapping a plug-in version of the quantity
of interest using known techniques for bootstrapping U- and V-statistics (Arcones and Gine´
1992; Husˇkova´ and Janssen 1993; Bose and Chatterjee 2018).
In some settings, we may need to generate bootstrap samples of whole networks, either
for use in downstream inference or to bootstrap other network statistics that do not admit
a U-statistic representation. In this case, having observed a single network, we would like
to generate bootstrap network samples that, ideally, have the same distribution as the ob-
served network, under as general assumptions as possible. We show in Theorem 5 that this
is possible under the random dot product graph, which, while still specifying a generative
model, allows for arbitrary distributions of latent positions and includes many other com-
monly used models with independent edges as special cases, including the stochastic block
model. Previous work has considered generation of parametric bootstrap network samples
from the stochastic block model (Bickel et al. 2013; Bickel and Sarkar 2015; Lei 2016). Shalizi
and Asta (2017) proved that in latent space models, generating network samples based on
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maximum likelihood estimates of the latent positions yields consistent bootstrap samples,
but obtaining these maximum likelihood estimates is, under most latent space models, com-
putationally infeasible. Lei (2018b) studied a latent space model for exchangeable random
graphs. That paper does not consider bootstrapping, but it contains a result analogous to
our Theorem 5 for a weaker notion of graph convergence. To the best of our knowledge,
the present paper is the first to propose a computationally feasible network bootstrap under
general nonparametric latent space models.
1.1 Latent Space Models and U-statistics
As a simple example of how latent space models interact nicely with certain network statis-
tics, consider the triangle density, defined as
Pˆ (K3) =
(
n
3
)−1 ∑
1≤i<j<k≤n
AijAjkAki,
where A ∈ {0, 1}n×n is a symmetric adjacency matrix. Under a latent space model, A is
generated by first drawing latent positions X1, X2, . . . , Xn i.i.d. from some distribution F on
a set X endowed with a symmetric link function κ : X × X → [0, 1]. Conditioned on the
latent positions, the entries of A are drawn independently, with Aij ∼ Bern(κ(Xi, Xj)). The
expectation of the triangle density conditional on the latent positions is
E[Pˆ (K3) | X1, . . . , Xn] =
(
n
3
)−1 ∑
1≤i<j<k≤n
κ(Xi, Xj)κ(Xj, Xk)κ(Xk, Xi),
which is a U-statistic with the kernel h(x, y, z) = κ(x, y)κ(y, z)κ(z, x). In Section 3, we
show that a number of popular network quantities can be similarly written as U-statistics,
including, notably, all subgraph densities. For any such U-statistic with kernel h, if we
had access to the latent positions, we could apply existing techniques for bootstrapping
U-statistics, such as, for example, Bickel and Freedman (1981); Arcones and Gine´ (1992);
Husˇkova´ and Janssen (1993); Bose and Chatterjee (2018). This would permit us to calculate
bootstrap confidence intervals for the network parameter of interest by drawing bootstrap
replicates of
Un = Un(h) =
(
n
m
)−1 ∑
1≤i1<i2<···<im≤n
h(Xi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xim).
Of course, in practice we do not observe the latent positions and must instead estimate
them from the observed adjacency matrix A. Supposing for now that we had estimates
Xˆ1, Xˆ2, . . . , Xˆn based on A, a sensible approach would be to instead bootstrap the quantity
Uˆn = Uˆn(h) =
(
n
m
)−1 ∑
1≤i1<i2<···<im≤n
h(Xˆi1 , Xˆi2 , . . . , Xˆim).
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Under suitable smoothness conditions on h (e.g., that it admits a Taylor expansion on the
support of F ) and provided that the true latent positions can be sufficiently accurately esti-
mated, we may reasonably expect Uˆn to be a good approximation to Un and that, further-
more, bootstrap techniques applied to Uˆn instead of Un will still produce an (approximately)
equivalent bootstrap sampling distribution.
1.2 Nonparametric network bootstrap samples
The bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani 1994) is based upon sampling with replacement from
an observed sample X1, X2, . . . , Xn as though it were the population itself. Under suitable
conditions, these bootstrap samples can be used to make inferences about the population
distribution, but there is no straightforward analogue for network data. Fortunately, the
structure of latent space models provides a way forward.
The latent positions X1, X2, . . . , Xn are drawn i.i.d. from the distribution F , and thus
the bootstrap sample X∗1 , X
∗
2 , . . . , X
∗
n drawn i.i.d. from the empirical distribution Fn =
n−1
∑n
i=1 δXi can be thought of as being approximately drawn from F so long as the em-
pirical distribution Fn is a good approximation to F . Thus, once again, if we had access
to the latent positions, it would be natural to generate a bootstrap replica A∗ of the adja-
cency matrix by drawing from Fn as though it were the latent position distribution. That
is, conditional on the sample from F , we draw X∗1 , X
∗
2 , . . . , X
∗
n i.i.d. from Fn and generate
A∗ij ∼ Bern(κ(X∗i , X∗j )). Since we do not observe the latent positions X1, X2, . . . , Xn, a nat-
ural approach is to produce latent position estimates Xˆ1, Xˆ2, . . . , Xˆn from A, and use their
empirical distribution Fˆn in place of Fn. Then we can generate bootstrap network samples
Aˆ∗ by drawing from a latent space model with latent position distribution Fˆn. Once again,
provided that the estimates are good approximations to the true latent positions, we may
expect Fˆn to be a good approximation to Fn, which is in turn a good approximation to F .
We may then expect that the distribution of Aˆ∗ is a good approximation to the distribution
of A. Indeed, we will prove below that if H is an independent copy of A, Aˆ∗ and H converge
in a suitably-defined Wasserstein metric.
Defining a Wasserstein distance on graphs first requires a notion of distance on graphs.
There are a few such distances in the literature, most notably the cut metric (Lova´sz 2012).
In Section 4, we consider a different notion of distance on graphs, which we call the graph
matching distance. The graph matching distance is an upper bound on the cut metric
and is designed to take more global information into account, rather than capturing only
the local information conveyed by a single graph cut. Working under a particular latent
space model, we will show that our network resampling scheme outlined above does indeed
produce bootstrap samples Aˆ∗ that converge to the distribution of A in the Wasserstein
distance defined with respect to the graph matching distance.
Finally, we note that while we restrict our attention in this paper to the random dot
product graph for the sake of concreteness and notational simplicity, the basic ideas of this
paper are applicable for general latent space models, as long as the latent positions can be
estimated at a suitable rate. This point is discussed in more detail at the end of Section 2.2.
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the necessary
background related to the random dot product graph and U-statistics. Section 3 presents
our method and theoretical results for bootstrapping network U-statistics, and Section 4
covers our method for generating bootstrap samples of whole networks. Section 5 gives a
brief experimental demonstration of both of these methods. We conclude in Section 6 with
a brief discussion and directions for future work.
2 Background and Preliminaries
In this section, we provide a brief review of the random dot product graph and its basic
properties, as well as necessary background related to U-statistics and the bootstrap. We
start by establishing notation.
2.1 Notation
For a positive integer n, let [n] denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n} and let Sn denote the set of
permutations of [n]. For two integers m < n, let Cnm denote the set of all ordered m-tuples
of distinct elements of [n],
Cnm = {(i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ [n]m : 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < im ≤ n}.
We use the superscript T to denote vector or matrix transpose. For a vector x, we use ‖x‖ to
denote its Euclidean norm. For a matrix M , we use ‖M‖ to denote the spectral norm, ‖M‖F
to denote the Frobenius norm, and ‖M‖1 =
∑ |Mij|. Throughout, we use C to denote a
generic positive constant, not depending on the network size, whose value may change from
line to line or within the same line.
2.2 The Random Dot Product Graph
The random dot product graph (RDPG Young and Scheinerman 2007; Athreya et al. 2018)
is a a latent space network model (Hoff et al. 2002) in which the latent positions are points in
Euclidean space, and edge probabilities are given by inner products of the latent positions.
Definition 1 (Random dot product graph). Let F on Rd be a d-dimensional inner product
distribution, meaning that 0 ≤ xTy ≤ 1 for all x, y ∈ suppF . Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn be drawn
i.i.d. from F and arranged as the rows of X ∈ Rn×d. Conditional on X, generate the
symmetric adjacency matrix A ∈ Rn×n by independently drawing Ai,j ∼ Bern(XTi Xj) for all
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. We say that A is a RDPG with latent position distribution F , and write
(A,X) ∼ RDPG(F, n).
We note immediately that the RDPG is not fully identifiable, since any orthogonal trans-
formation of the latent positions X preserves inner products and yields the same distribution
for A. Thus, we can only hope to recover the latent positions up to an orthogonal transforma-
tion, and we will therefore only consider U-statistics that are invariant to such orthogonal
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transformations. Non-identifiability of this type is essentially unavoidable in latent space
models; see Shalizi and Asta (2017). Throughout, we will assume without loss of generality
that the second moment matrix of F , ∆ = EX1XT1 ∈ Rd×d is of full rank, since otherwise we
may restrict ourselves to an equivalent lower-dimensional model in which ∆ has full rank.
The main appeal of the RDPG relative to other latent space models is that the latent
positions can be estimated by spectral methods. The truncated singular value decomposition
of the adjacency matrix gives accurate (up to an orthogonal transformation) estimated latent
positions, referred to as the adjacency spectral embedding in the RDPG literature (Sussman
et al. 2012).
Definition 2 (Adjacency spectral embedding). Let Sˆ ∈ Rd×d be the diagonal matrix formed
by the top d largest-magnitude eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix A, and let Uˆ ∈ Rn×d
be the matrix with the corresponding eigenvectors as its columns. The adjacency spectral
embedding of A is defined as ASE(A, d) = Uˆ Sˆ1/2 ∈ Rn×d.
The rows of Xˆ = ASE(A, d) are estimates of the latent positions, with a guaranteed
convergence rate.
Lemma 1 (Lyzinski et al. (2014), Lemma 5). Let (A,X) ∼ RDPG(F, n). Then with proba-
bility at least 1− Cn−2 there exists an orthogonal matrix Q ∈ Rd×d such that
max
i∈[n]
‖QT Xˆi −Xi‖ ≤ C log n√
n
.
Lemma 1 provides evidence that the plug-in procedure sketched out in Section 1 may
succeed in the limit. We will formalize this intuition in Section 3
A primary drawback of the RDPG as defined above is that it produces only networks
whose expected adjacency matrices are positive definite. This restriction can be removed by
instead considering the generalized RDPG (Rubin-Delanchy et al. 2017), in which the inner
product XTi Xj is replaced with X
T
i Ip,qXj, where Ip,q is a diagonal matrix with p ones and q
negative ones on its diagonal. The rooted graph distribution (Lei 2018b) further generalizes
this model to allow for latent positions residing in an infinite-dimensional Kreˇın space. In
both models, an eigenvalue truncation quite similar to the ASE defined above recovers the
latent positions uniformly (subject to certain spectral decay assumptions in the case of the
rooted graph distribution). While both of these generalizations are useful, they come at the
expense of added notational complexity that would not add to the core ideas of this paper.
Thus, we restrict our attention here to the RDPG, while noting that our results can be
extended with minimal additional assumptions to these two more general models.
2.3 Bootstrapping U-statistics
Given a measurable function h : Xm → R symmetric in its m arguments and a sample
X1, X2, . . . , Xn drawn i.i.d. from some distribution F on X , the U-statistic with kernel h is
given by
Un = Un(h) =
1(
n
m
) ∑
c∈Cnm
h(Xi1 , Xi2,, . . . , Xim). (1)
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The study of quantities of this form dates to Hoeffding (1948), and we refer the interested
reader to Chapter 5 of Serfling (1980) for a more thorough overview. Suppose that θ(F ) =
Eh(X1, X2, . . . , Xm) is some parameter or quantity of interest, where the expectation is taken
with respect to X1, X2, . . . , Xm
i.i.d.∼ F , A classic result states that if X1, X2, . . . , Xn i.i.d.∼
F , then provided the kernel h is non-degenerate with respect to F (i.e., that h1(z) =
Eh(z,X2, X3, . . . , Xm) is not a constant in z),
√
n(Un − θ(F )) converges in distribution
to a mean-0 normal with variance m2ζ1, where
ζ1 = E (E[h(X1, X2, . . . , Xm) | X1]− θ)2 . (2)
Since this quantity is typically unknown, in order to obtain a confidence interval for θ(F ),
the bootstrap can be used to approximate the sampling distribution of Un. Bootstrapping
U-statistics has received much attention in the literature (see, e.g., Bickel and Freedman
1981; Arcones and Gine´ 1992; Husˇkova´ and Janssen 1993; Bose and Chatterjee 2018, to
name just a few). A bootstrap for non-degenerate U-statistics was introduced in Bickel
and Freedman (1981), who showed that as long as Eh(X1, X1, . . . , X1) < ∞, one can draw
X∗1 , X
∗
2 , . . . , X
∗
n
i.i.d.∼ Fn and consider the estimate(
n
m
)−1 ∑
c∈Cnm
h(X∗i1 , X
∗
i2
, . . . , X∗im).
As pointed out in Bickel and Freedman (1981), simply resampling from Fn in this way fails
when the kernel h is degenerate, but a weighted bootstrap can be used instead (Arcones
and Gine´ 1992; Husˇkova´ and Janssen 1993). While we do not consider degenerate kernels
here, weighted bootstrap schemes can also yield substantial computational speedups. Thus,
following Bose and Chatterjee (2018), we consider the quantity
U∗n =
(
n
m
)−1 ∑
c∈Cnm
Wc h(Xi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xim), (3)
where W ∈ RCnm is a vector of random weights. Taking Wc =
∏m
k=1Wik with W ∼
Multinomial(n, n−1), one recovers the “Efron-weighted” bootstrap (Arcones and Gine´ 1992;
Husˇkova´ and Janssen 1993). Taking
Wc =
Wi1 + · · ·+Wim
m
√
1− 1/n ,
one obtains the additive bootstrap discussed at length in Chapter 4 of Bose and Chatterjee
(2018). Under suitable conditions on the weight vector W, the quantity in Equation (3)
converges in distribution to the same N(0,m2ζ1) limit as Un. The specific conditions on
W needed to ensure this convergence vary from one paper to another, but provided those
conditions are met, U∗n is distributionally consistent, in the sense that the distribution of the
bootstrap sample
√
n(U∗n − θ) matches that of
√
n(Un − θ) in the limit as n→∞.
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3 Bootstrapping Latent Position U-statistics
Our aim in this section is to obtain bootstrap samples of a U-statistic Un = Un(h), which is
a function of the latent positions X1, X2, . . . , Xn. The obstacle is that we only observe the
adjacency matrix A, not the latent positions themselves. We will show below that using the
ASE estimates Xˆ1, Xˆ2, . . . , Xˆn in place of the true latent positions results in a U-statistic that
converges to Un almost surely. Further, bootstrapping the resulting plug-in U-statistic yields
asymptotically equivalent bootstrap samples to what we would have obtained by following
the schemes in Section 2.3 if the latent positions were observable. Before presenting these
convergence results, we highlight a few examples of network quantities that are expressible
as U-statistics in the latent positions under the RDPG model.
3.1 Network U-statistics: Examples
Example 1 (Average Degree). Consider the (normalized) average degree,
d¯(A) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
di
n− 1 =
1
n
n∑
i=1
∑
j 6=iAi,j
n− 1 .
Under the RDPG, its conditional expectation is
E[d¯(A) | X] = E 1
n(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
∑
j 6=i
E[Ai,j | Xi, Xj] = 2
(
n
2
)−1∑
i<j
XTi Xj,
which is a U-statistic with kernel h(x, y) = 2xTy.
Example 2 (Subgraph Counts). Let R and G be graphs on m and n vertices, respectively,
with m ≤ n. Numbering the vertices of G arbitrarily, for c = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ Cnm, let G[c]
denote the m-vertex subgraph of G induced by i1, i2, . . . , im and consider the quantity
Pˆ (R) =
1(
n
m
) ∑
c∈Cnm
I{G[c] ' R}, (4)
where we write H ' R to denote that graphs H and R are isomorphic. Pˆ (R) thus measures
the (empirical) proportion of times that R appears as a subgraph out of the total number of
possible subgraphs on m vertices. Letting B ∈ Rm×m be the adjacency matrix of graph R,
we can write
E[Pˆ (R) | X] = 1(n
m
) ∑
c∈Cnm
∑
τ∈Sm
∏
1≤k<`≤m(X
T
iτ(k)
Xiτ(`))
Bk`(1−XTiτ(k)Xiτ(`))1−Bk`
N(R)
where N(R) denotes the number of graphs isomorphic to R. From this, it is easy to see that
E[Pˆ (R) | X] is a U-statistic with kernel
hR(x1, x2, . . . , xm) =
1
N(R)
∑
τ∈Sm
∏
1≤k<`≤m
(xTiτ(k)xiτ(`))
Bk`(1− xTiτ(k)xiτ(`))1−Bk` .
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Example 3 (Maximum Mean Discrepancy). The maximum mean discrepancy (MMD; Gret-
ton et al. 2012) is a test statistic for nonparametric two-sample hypothesis testing. Given
λ ∈ [0, 1] and two distributions F1 and F2 supported on the same compact metric space, let
X1, X2, . . . , Xn be drawn i.i.d. from the mixture λF1 + (1− λ)F2, and let Yi = 1 if Xi ∼ F1
and Yi = 0 otherwise, for i ∈ [n]. Letting I1 = {i : Yi = 1} and n1 = |I1| and defining I2 and
n2 analogously, the MMD is given by
Mn =
∑
i,j∈I1 distinct
κ(Xi, Xj)
n1(n1 − 1) +
∑
i,j∈I2 distinct
κ(Xi, Xj)
n2(n2 − 1) −
∑
i∈I1
∑
j∈I2
κ(Xi, Xj)
n1n2
,
where κ is the kernel of a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. By definition, Mn is a U-statistic
in X1, X2, . . . , Xn with kernel h((xi, yi), (xj, yj)) = (−1)yi−yjκ(xi, xj). Suppose that F1 and
F2 are such that F = λF1 + (1 − λ)F2 is a d-dimensional inner product distribution, and
suppose that we observe (A,X) ∼ RDPG(F, n) along with the indicators Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn. A
natural approach to testing the hypothesis
H0 : F1 = F2
is to form the MMD test statistic from the (estimated) latent positions,
Mˆn =
∑
i,j∈I1 distinct
κ(Xˆi, Xˆj)
n1(n1 − 1) +
∑
i,j∈I2 distinct
κ(Xˆi, Xˆj)
n2(n2 − 1) −
∑
i∈I1
∑
j∈I2
κ(Xˆi, Xˆj)
n1n2
,
where Xˆ = ASE(A, d). A slight variant of this statistic was considered by Tang et al. (2017b)
for the purpose of two-network hypothesis testing.
Example 4 (Degree Moments). The degree distribution of a graph carries important infor-
mation about graph structure. Measures such as the variance of the degrees,
Vd(A) = n
−2∑
i,j
(
di − dj
n
)2
,
where di =
∑
k Ai,k is the degree of the i-th vertex, provide a useful summary of vertex
behavior. Rearranging the sum, we have
E[Vd(A) | X] = n−4
∑
i,j,k,`
E [Ai,k(Ai,` − Aj,`) | X] = n−4
∑
i,j,k,`
XTi Xk(Xi −Xj)TX`,
which is a V-statistic (Serfling 1980) in the latent positions after appropriate symmetrization.
Similar results can be shown for other central moments of the degree distribution.
A number of other network quantities are expressible similarly, either under a different
latent geometry or after appropriate rescaling by some network-dependent quantity that
converges almost surely to a parameter depending only on the latent position distribution.
Examples include measures of assortative mixing by degrees (Newman 2010), energy statis-
tics (Sze´kely and Rizzo 2013; Lee et al. 2017) and Randic´’s connectivity index (Randic´ 1975).
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3.2 Consistency of Network U-statistics Bootstrap
Having seen how U-statistics arise in the statistical analysis of networks, we return to esti-
mating them when the latent positions X1, X2, . . . , Xn are not available and only the matrix
A is observed. Letting Xˆ1, Xˆ2, . . . , Xˆn ∈ Rd be the rows of Xˆ = ASE(A, d), we consider the
plug-in U-statistic,
Uˆn =
(
n
m
)−1 ∑
1≤i1<i2<···<im≤n
h(Xˆi1 , Xˆi2 , . . . , Xˆim). (5)
If this quantity is to resemble Un, the kernel h must be invariant to the non-identifiability
inherent to the random dot product graph, and thus we make the following assumption.
Assumption U1. Let Od denote the set of all d-by-d orthogonal matrices. The kernel h
satisfies
h(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) = h(QX1, QX2, . . . , QXn) for all Q ∈ Od.
The main results of this section state that for suitably smooth kernel functions, the
plug-in estimate in Equation (5) and bootstrap samples formed from it are asymptotically
equivalent to the U-statistic formed from the true latent positions X1, X2, . . . , Xn
i.i.d.∼ F .
The following assumption makes this notion of smoothness precise.
Assumption U2. Let ∇2h : Rmd → Rmd×md denote the Hessian of kernel h. We assume
that ∇2h is continuous on the closure of suppF and there exists a neighborhood S ⊆ (Rd)m
of suppF satisfying
sup{‖∇2h(Z1, Z2, . . . , Zm)‖ : (Z1, Z2, . . . , Zm) ∈ S} <∞.
The following theorem shows that Assumptions U1 and U2 are sufficient to ensure that
the plug-in U-statistic Uˆn recovers Un asymptotically. The proof is given in Appendix B.
Theorem 1. Let F be a d-dimensional inner product distribution and suppose that h :
(Rd)m → R is a symmetric kernel satisfying Assumptions U1 and U2. Suppose (A,X) ∼
RDPG(F, n) and let Xˆ = ASE(A, d). Let Un and Uˆn be the U-statistics based on, respectively,
the true latent positions X and their ASE estimates Xˆ. Then
√
n(Uˆn−Un)→ 0 almost surely.
From the fact that Un converges almost surely to the population parameter θ = θ(F ) =
EUn (Serfling 1980, Theorem 5.4 A), Uˆn is a strongly consistent estimate of θ. Further, by
Slutsky’s Theorem, Uˆn has the same distributional limit as Un.
Corollary 1. Under the settings of Theorem 1, the plug-in U-statistic Uˆn satisfies Uˆn →
EUn = θ(F ) almost surely and
√
n(Uˆn−θ) L−→ N (0,m2ζ1), where ζ1 is defined in Equation (2).
Our main goal, however, is not establishing convergence of Uˆn but the the more delicate
task of obtaining bootstrap samples to approximate the sampling distribution of Un. If we
knew the true values of the latent positions, any number of techniques for bootstrapping
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U-statistics would work. The idea is thus to construct, instead of a bootstrap sample U∗n as
in (3), a plug-in version
Uˆ∗n =
(
n
m
)−1 ∑
c∈Cnm
Wc h(Xˆi1 , Xˆi2 , . . . , Xˆim),
where againW ∈ RCnm is a vector of random weights independent of the observed network and
Xˆ1, Xˆ2, . . . , Xˆn ∈ Rd are the latent position estimates. We will assume that these are ASE
estimates, but we stress that similar results can be obtained under any estimation scheme
that recovers the latent positions at a suitably fast rate. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the
specific conditions on W needed to ensure the distributional consistency of Uˆ∗n vary, but for
our plug-in scheme to work, we require the following growth condition.
Assumption W1. The weight vector W satisfies
max
c∈Cnm
|Wc| = o
( √
n
log2 n
)
.
With this assumption, we have the following theorem for the plug-in U-statistic bootstrap.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and is given in Appendix B.
Theorem 2. Let F be a d-dimensional inner product distribution and suppose that h :
(Rd)m → R is a symmetric kernel satisfying Assumptions U1 and U2. Let (A,X) ∼
RDPG(F, n) and Xˆ = ASE(A, d). Let ζ1 be as defined in Equation (2). Then,
1. The ASE plug-in bootstrap
Vˆ ∗n =
(
n
m
)−1 ∑
c∈Cnm
h(Xˆ∗i1 , Xˆ
∗
i2
, . . . , Xˆ∗im)
satisfies √
n(V ∗n − θ) L−→ N (0,m2ζ1).
2. Let U∗n be the weighted bootstrapped U-statistic defined in Equation (3) and let Uˆ
∗
n be
its plug-in version. If U∗n is distributionally consistent and the weight vector W ∈ RCnm
satisfies Assumption W1, then
√
n(Uˆ∗n − θ) L−→ N (0,m2ζ1).
Remark 1 (The degenerate case). The reader familiar with U-statistics may wonder what
can be said in the more challenging setting where the kernel h is degenerate with respect to F
(Serfling 1980, Chapter 5). It is known that if h is r-degenerate, then nr/2(Un−θ) converges
to a nondegenerate limiting distribution, which is not, in general, normal (Serfling 1980;
Arcones and Gine´ 1992). A result analogous to Theorem 2 for this case, unfortunately, does
not appear feasible, since the concentration of Un about the true parameter θ is of a smaller
order than the best known concentration of the estimates Xˆ1, Xˆ2, . . . , Xˆn about the true latent
positions (Lyzinski et al. 2014). That is, the estimation error in Lemma 1 does not vanish
fast enough to yield convergence of Uˆ∗n to U
∗
n in probability.
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3.3 Computational concerns
Both U-statistics and the bootstrap are well known to be computationally intensive. As a
result, a na¨ıve implementation of our positional U-statistic resampling scheme would be of
little practical utility for large n. The following additive weighted bootstrapping procedure
alleviates these computational expenses. This procedure discussed at length in Chapter 4 of
Bose and Chatterjee (2018), whose presentation we follow.
Consider a U-statistic with kernel h taking m arguments. Having generated a vector of
weights W ∈ Rn, we form the weight vector W ∈ RCnm by setting Wc =
∑m
k=1Wik/m for
each c = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ Cnm. While a number of choices for the distribution of W are
possible (see Husˇkova´ and Janssen 1993; Bose and Chatterjee 2018, for discussion), we take
W ∼ Multinomial(n, n−1) in our experiments in Section 5 for simplicity. A concentration
inequality applied entry-wise to W followed by a union bound is enough to ensure that
maxc∈Cnm |Wc| ≤ C logm n, so that Assumption W1 is satisfied. The additive structure of
W enables a useful computational speedup in computing bootstrap replicates of Un. We
construct for each i ∈ [n] the quantity
U˜ni =
(
n− 1
m− 1
)−1 ∑
c∈Cnm : i 6∈c
h(Xi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xim). (6)
Recalling our definition of U∗n from Equation (3), it is simple to verify that
U∗n = n
−1
n∑
i=1
WiU˜ni.
As discussed in Bose and Chatterjee (2018), this enables generation of many bootstrap sam-
ples after only a single instance of O(nm) computation time to construct the U˜ni, rather than
O(Bnm) computation time to generate B bootstrap samples under a more na¨ıve implemen-
tation.
Unfortunately, the O(nm) time required to compute the quantity in Equation (6) for all
i ∈ [n] is still quite expensive if m is larger than 2. We can further reduce the computational
cost by replacing the average in (6) with a Monte Carlo estimate, drawing for each i ∈ [n]
a uniform random sample of size M with replacement from the set {c ∈ Cnm : i 6∈ c}. With
this modification, our method for obtaining B bootstrap samples for a U-statistic in the
latent positions requires a single low-rank spectral decomposition followed by O((M +B)n)
sampling operations. Thus our bootstrap is far less computationally demanding than existing
algorithms for generating bootstrap samples of subgraph counts, which require extensive
sampling and counting.
3.4 Sparse networks
For notational simplicity, our results above were written under the assumption that the
latent position distribution F does not depend on n. This results in the expected node
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degrees growing linearly in n, which is unrealistic in many applications. A natural way to
allow for sparser networks under the RDPG is to keep the latent distribution F fixed and
rescale the expectation of A by a sparsity factor ρn → 0, so that E[A | X] = ρnXXT . For
identifiability, we assume that if X1, X2 are independent draws from F , then EXT1 X2 = 1,
and for all suitably large n,
∀x, y ∈ suppF : 0 ≤ ρnxTy ≤ 1. (7)
Analogous assumptions are made in Bickel et al. (2011); Bhattacharyya and Bickel (2015);
Green and Shalizi (2017). We may equivalently think of rescaling all latent positions by
√
ρn.
Under this scaling, the ASE plug-in U-statistic Uˆn now estimates Eh(
√
ρnX1, . . . ,
√
ρnXm)
rather than Eh(X1, . . . , Xm), and thus we must specify how the kernel h behaves with respect
to scaling of its arguments. A consistency result analogous to Theorem 1 can be established
under this setting with an additional homogeneity assumption on h.
Theorem 3. Under the sparse setting just described, let h be a kernel satisfying Assump-
tions U1 and U2, with suppF replaced with the convex hull of {0} ∪ suppF . Suppose in
addition that there exists r ≥ 1 such that for all α ≥ 0 and all x1, . . . , xm ∈ suppF ,
h(αx1, . . . , αxm) = α
rh(x1, . . . , xm). (8)
Define the estimator ρˆn =
(
n
2
)−1∑
i<j Aij. Then
√
n(Uˆn − Un)
ρˆrn
→ 0.
Proof. The result follows from the strong law of large numbers, once one establishes conver-
gence of ASE(A, d) to
√
ρnX. Details are provided in Appendix C.
The condition in Equation (8) is satisfied by the average degree, subgraph count and
degree moment examples presented at the beginning of this section. Whether or not the
MMD obeys this condition depends on the MMD kernel κ.
At first glance, one might hope to obtain next a distributional result for Uˆn about ρ
r
nθ =
EUn by using the delta method to establish a distributional limit for
√
n(Un − ρrnθ)
ρˆrn
=
√
n
∑
1≤i1<···<im≤n(h(Xi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xim)− θ)
ρˆrn/ρ
r
n
and appealing to Slutsky’s Theorem. Unfortunately, the estimator ρˆn complicates matters.
Applying the delta method would require that we control the covariance term relating ρˆrn/ρ
r
n
and
∑
c h(Xi1 , . . . , Xim), which depends on the kernel h. In the case of subgraph counts,
this covariance can be controlled so long as the subgraph R has a particular structure.
Such structural assumptions on R are required in the distributional results presented by
Bhattacharyya and Bickel (2015) and Green and Shalizi (2017).
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Focusing on subgraph counts, for a graph R on m vertices with edge set E = E(R), we
have the kernel
hR(x1, x2, . . . , xm) =
1
N(R)
∑
τ∈Sm
∏
{i,j}∈E
xTτ(i)xτ(j)
∏
{i,j}6∈E
(1− xTτ(i)xτ(j)),
where N(R) is the number of graphs isomorphic to R. Thus,
h(
√
ρnx1,
√
ρnx2, . . . ,
√
ρnxm) = ρ
|E|
n (1− ρn)(
m
2 )−|E|h(x1, x2, . . . , xm).
Since ρn → 0, we must rescale by ρ−|E|n , which yields the normalized subgraph density
considered in Bickel et al. (2011),
P˜ (R) = ρ−|E|n EhR(
√
ρnX1,
√
ρnX2, . . . ,
√
ρnXm)
Bootstrapping this quantity is the focus of both Bhattacharyya and Bickel (2015) and Green
and Shalizi (2017). Note that estimating P˜ (R) requires estimating both ρn and the subgraph
density EhR(
√
ρnX1,
√
ρnX2, . . . ,
√
ρnXm). Letting ρˆn =
(
n
2
)−1∑
i<j Aij again, we have the
following distributional result.
Theorem 4. Under the sparse setting described above, let R be a graph on m vertices, either
acyclic or equal to a cycle on m vertices. Provided that nρn = ω(log n),
√
n
Uˆn − ρrnEh(X1, X2, . . . , Xm)
ρˆr
L−→ N (0, σ2),
where σ2 depends on R and F . The same result holds for the ASE plug-in bootstrap Uˆ∗n.
Proof. The result follows by Theorem 3 followed by a delta method argument applied to the
ratio of Un− ρrnEh(X1, X2, . . . , Xm) and ρˆn/ρn. The delta method argument is fairly similar
to that of Theorem 1 in Bickel et al. (2011) and is thus omitted.
4 Generating Network Bootstrap Samples
In this section, we turn to the more general case of bootstrapping network quantities that
cannot be expressed as U-statistics in the latent positions. We start with an example of such
a quantity.
Example 5 (Global Clustering Coefficient). The global clustering coefficient measures the
total fraction of all “open” triangles that are closed, counting how many of all vertex triples
i, j, k for which Aij = Ajk = 1 also have Ajk = 1. Thus for a graph G with adjacency matrix
A, the global clustering coefficient is given by
C(G) =
3
∑
1≤i<j<k≤nAijAjkAki∑
1≤i<j<k≤n(AijAjk + AjkAki + AkiAij)
.
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Letting L3 denote the linear chain on three vertices and K3 denote the triangle on 3 vertices,
we can write C(G) as a ratio of subgraph counts,
C(G) =
FK3(G)
FL3(G)
.
A quantity similar to this appeared in Bhattacharyya and Bickel (2015), who construct a
confidence interval via the delta method and properties of subgraph counts.
For quantities such as the global clustering coefficient that cannot be directly represented
as a U-statistic, a natural approach to generating bootstrap samples would be to repeatedly
generate random adjacency matrices Aˆ∗ having similar distribution to A and compute the
network statistic on those replicates. For this approach to work, we need, at a minimum,
that the bootstrapped network Aˆ∗ be similar in distribution to A, which in turn requires a
notion of distance on networks. A well-known example of such a distance is the cut metric
(Lova´sz 2012), which is especially well-suited to node-exchangeable random graphs because
it metrizes convergence of subgraph densities (Lova´sz 2012, Theorem 11.3). A resulting
drawback of the cut metric is that it captures only the local information of small subgraphs,
and fails to capture larger network structures. A step toward a more global network distance
is given by the graph matching distance, which measures the fraction of edges that differ
between two graphs, after their vertices have been aligned so as to minimize the number of
such edge discrepancies.
Definition 3 (Graph matching distance). Let G1, G2 be two graphs each on n vertices, with
adjacency matrices A1, A2 ∈ Rn×n. The graph matching distance is defined as
dGM(A1, A2) = min
P∈Πn
(
n
2
)−1‖A1 − PA2P T‖1
2
, (9)
where Πn denotes the set of all n-by-n permutation matrices.
Two sequences of networks converge in this distance if they are, asymptotically, isomor-
phic to one another up to a vanishing fraction of their edges.
Observation 1. The graph matching distance dGM is a distance.
Proof. Symmetry and non-negativity follow from the definition. The triangle inequality can
be verified by noting that, letting H be the adjacency matrix of another n-vertex graph,
min
P∈Πn
‖A1 − PA2P T‖1 = min
P,Q∈Πn
‖A1 −QHQT +QHQT − PA2P T‖1
≤ min
Q∈Πn
‖A1 −QHQT‖1 + min
P,Q∈Πn
‖QHQT − PA2P T‖1
and observing that minimization over P,Q ∈ Πn is equivalent to minimizing ‖H−PA2P T‖1
with respect to P ∈ Πn.
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The optimization in Equation 9 is a quadratic assignment problem (Burkard et al. 2009),
and thus computationally hard in general. However, the graph matching problem has been
studied extensively (see Conte et al. 2004; Lyzinski 2018, and citations therein), and fast
approximate solvers exist (Vogelstein et al. 2015), though we will not need them here. The
graph matching distance is, up to constant factors depending on choice of normalization, an
upper bound on the cut metric, which is also based on a computationally hard optimization
problem. This upper bound is immediate from the fact that the cut norm of a matrix M is
upper bounded by ‖M‖1/n2 (see Lova´sz 2012, Chapter 8).
With this network distance in hand, we define a Wasserstein distance between graphs
analogously to the well-known Wasserstein distance between Euclidean random variables.
Definition 4. Let p ≥ 1 and let A1 and A2 be the adjacency matrices of two random graphs
both on n vertices, and let Γ(A1, A2) denote the set of all couplings of A1 and A2. The
Wasserstein p-distance between A1 and A2 is given by
W pp (A1, A2) = inf
ν∈Γ(A1,A2)
∫
dpGM(A1, A2)dν.
The following lemma shows that, essentially, the Wasserstein distance between two ran-
dom dot product graphs is bounded by the Wasserstein distance between their respective
latent position distributions (up to an orthogonal transformation). Since the latter Wasser-
stein distance must account for the orthogonal rotation, we define the Wasserstein p-distance
between two d-dimensional inner product distributions F1, F2, for all p ≥ 1, as
d˚p(F1, F2) = min
Q∈Od
dp(F1, F2 ◦Q). (10)
The lemma below will be the main technical tool required to show that the bootstrapped Aˆ∗
described above converges to A in the graph matching Wasserstein distance. We note that,
after this paper was written, we found that a similar result was shown by Lei (2018b), in a
different context and for the weaker cut metric instead of the graph matching distance. A
proof of the lemma can be found in Appendix D.
Lemma 2. Let F1, F2 be d-dimensional inner product distributions with A1 ∼ RDPG(F1, n)
and A2 ∼ RDPG(F2, n). Then
W pp (A1, A2) ≤ 2d˚1(F1, F2)
Recall the procedure for generating RDPG bootstrap replicates, outlined in Section 1.2.
Given A, we obtain estimates of the latent positions Xˆ1, Xˆ2, . . . , Xˆn via the ASE applied to A.
Letting Fˆn be the empirical distribution of the estimates, we draw (Aˆ
∗, Xˆ∗) ∼ RDPG(Fˆn, n).
The convergence rate of the ASE ensures that Fˆn approximates Fn well (up to orthogonal
transformation), and the fact that the empirical distribution approximates the population
distribution ensures that Fn is close to F . Lemma 2 thus suggests that Aˆ
∗ will be distribu-
tionally similar to A. The following theorem makes this precise. A proof can be found in
Appendix D.
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Theorem 5. Let F be a d-dimensional inner product distribution with (A,X) ∼ RDPG(F, n).
Letting Fˆn denote the empirical distribution of the ASE estimates Xˆ, generate Aˆ
∗ ∼ RDPG(Fˆn, n).
Then, if (H,Z) ∼ RDPG(F, n) is an independent copy of (A,X),
W pp (Aˆ
∗, H) = O
(
(n−1/2 + n−1/d) log n
)
.
Since the graph matching distance upper bounds the cut metric, which in turn metrizes
convergence of subgraph densities, Theorem 5 implies that the subgraph densities of Aˆ∗
converge almost surely to the same limit as those of H. We would also like that these
counts have the same distributional limits after appropriate rescaling, but unfortunately,
this distributional limit is somewhat more delicate. While Theorem 5 ensures that our
bootstrapped network replicate Aˆ∗ converges in the Wasserstein metric to the distribution
of the original observation A, this is not in itself sufficient to ensure that some network
statistic of interest, say t(Aˆ∗), converges to the same distribution as t(H). Provided Et(H)
is finite, it is sufficient that the network statistic in question be continuous with respect to
our network Wasserstein metric, in the sense that W1(Aˆ
∗, H) → 0 implies that (by slight
abuse of notation), d1(t(Aˆ
∗), t(H))→ 0. Proving this continuity even for (suitably rescaled)
subgraph counts does not appear feasible using the techniques underlying Theorem 5, as the
coupling argument used in the proof fails in the presence of the
√
n scaling needed to ensure
a non-degenerate limit for subgraph densities (see, e.g., Bickel et al. 2011, Theorem 1). Such
distributional results are even less clear for more complicated network statistics. We thus
leave this line of inquiry for future work.
5 Experiments
In this section, we briefly demonstrate empirical performance of the methods introduced in
Sections 3 and 4 on two specific network statistic examples. We begin with an application
of the U-statistic bootstrap to the problem of estimating the triangle density.
5.1 U-statistic bootstrap: triangle counts
As an application of the U-statistic-based bootstrapping method introduced in Section 3,
we consider the problem of obtaining a confidence interval for the triangle subgraph density
P (K3) in a random dot product graph. We note that this differs slightly from Bhattacharyya
and Bickel (2015) and Green and Shalizi (2017), who focus on the normalized density, P˜ (K3).
As shown in Bickel et al. (2011); Bhattacharyya and Bickel (2015) and discussed briefly at the
end of Section 3, the limiting distribution for P˜ (K3) can be obtained via the delta method.
The variance of this limit distribution is expressible in terms of other subgraph densities,
and thus can itself be estimated via our U-statistic-based bootstrapping scheme, but this is
notationally cumbersome. Thus, since the aim of this experiment is merely illustrative, we
bootstrap the simpler P (K3), while stressing that obtaining a confidence interval for P˜ (K3)
instead is straightforward, and refer the interested reader to Section 3 of Bhattacharyya and
Bickel (2015) for details.
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For the experiments on synthetic data, we generate networks from the RDPG with latent
position distribution Beta(2, 3), as (A,X) ∼ RDPG(Beta(2, 3), n) for various choices of n,
and construct the latent position estimate Xˆ = ASE(A, 1). While the diagonal entries of
A are negligible for the purposes of asymptotics, the zeros on the diagonal of A tend to
introduce instability to the ASE for finite n. Several methods for correcting this have been
suggested (Scheinerman and Tucker 2010; Marchette et al. 2011; Tang et al. 2019). Here
we follow the simple approach of taking the i-th diagonal entry of A to be the normalized
degree of the i-th vertex, i.e., Aii = n
−1∑
j 6=iAij.
Having obtained an estimate Xˆ = ASE(A, 1), we generate 100 bootstrap samples of the
triangle density from Xˆ, as described in Section 3. Based on this bootstrap sample, we
produce 95% confidence intervals for the triangle density using three different methods. The
first is the percentile bootstrap, i.e., based on the empirical distribution of the bootstrap
sample itself. The other two confidence intervals are based on a normal approximation,
with variance estimated based on the bootstrap sample, i.e., the standard bootstrap. We
consider confidence intervals of this form centered at the mean of the bootstrap sample
and at the triangle density of the observed network A. We include these three different
confidence interval constructions to assess the presence of bias in the bootstrap sample and
to investigate how well the bootstrap distribution approximates the true distribution of the
triangle density.
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Figure 1: (a) Confidence intervals produced by a single run of the triangle density experiment
for varying values of n. The plot shows the confidence intervals produced by the percentile
bootstrap (PCT, red), the standard bootstrap centered at the mean of the bootstrap samples
(SEboot, green) and the standard bootstrap centered at the triangle density of the observed
network (SEobsd, blue). (b) Smoothed density plot of the bootstrap samples produced in a
particular experiment trial. The plot shows the same samples as were used to compute the
n = 500 confidence interval in subplot (a). The red solid line indicates the true expected
triangle density. The blue dotted line indicates the triangle density of the network from
which the bootstrap iterates were produced.
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Figure 1 shows the bootstrap samples generated by a single run of this experiment and
the resulting confidence intervals. Unsurprisingly, the confidence intervals produced by the
percentile bootstrap are slightly wider than those produced based on the normal approxima-
tion. In a smaller set of experiments, we found that this gap shrank, but did not disappear
entirely, when the number of bootstrap samples was increased by an order of magnitude.
The trends in Figure 1 are borne out in Figure 2, which summarizes the performance of
these confidence intervals, aggregated over 200 independent realizations for each value of the
number of vertices n. Figure 2(a) confirms that the percentile bootstrap confidence intervals
are wider, on average, than the standard bootstrap intervals for this problem. Note that by
construction, the two variants on the standard bootstrap have the same length, and thus
their lines in the plot overlap. Figure 2(b) shows coverage rates for the three bootstrap
variants, and confirms that both of the standard bootstrap variants attain approximately
95% coverage, while the percentile bootstrap is somewhat conservative.
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Figure 2: Results aggregated over 200 trials, for the three different confidence intervals as
a function of the number of vertices n. The methods are the percentile bootstrap (PCT,
red), the standard bootstrap centered at the mean of the bootstrap samples (SEboot, green)
and at the triangle density of the observed network (SEobsd, blue). (a) Average confidence
interval lengths. By construction, the two standard bootstrap variants have the same length.
(b) Average coverage rates.
The computational cost of the subgraph count bootstrap methods of Bhattacharyya and
Bickel (2015); Green and Shalizi (2017) precluded a thorough comparison on this problem,
but a series of small-scale experiments suggest that both are broadly competitive with our
method, with comparable coverage rates and lengths to the ones produced by the normal
approximations, but at a much higher computational cost. We leave a more thorough com-
parison of the practical effectiveness of these methods for future work.
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5.2 Bootstrapping Average Shortest Path Distance
We illustrate the full-network resampling scheme discussed in Section 4 on the problem
of estimating the expected average shortest path length in a graph. For a graph G on n
vertices with adjacency matrix A, the shortest path distance between vertices i and j, which
we denote dA(i, j), is given by the length of the shortest path connecting vertices i and j
in G. We take dA(i, j) = ∞ if i and j are in different connected components. The average
shortest path distance,
d¯A =
(
n
2
)−1∑
i<j
dA(i, j) (11)
provides a natural measure of the extent to which the graph exhibits small-world behavior.
While at first glance Equation (11) appears to look like a U-statistic, this is not the case,
since dA is a function that itself depends on the data, not a fixed kernel. To avoid the trivial
case where G is disconnected, consider the problem of bootstrapping the quantity
E[d¯A | d¯A <∞].
The most natural approach to generating bootstrap samples of this quantity is to generate
bootstrap replicates of whole networks and evaluate this quantity on each replicate. The
method introduced in Section 4 is well-suited to this.
For comparison, we consider two other methods for generating network bootstrap sam-
ples. The first is an adaptation of the empirical graphon method introduced by Green and
Shalizi (2017). In that paper, the authors considered producing bootstrap samples for sub-
graph counts by, in essence, resampling vertices. That is, one produces a bootstrap replicate
adjacency matrix A∗ by drawing Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn i.i.d. from the uniform distribution on [n],
and take A∗ij = AZi,Zj . As acknowledged by the authors, a major drawback of this scheme
is that since the diagonal elements of A are equal to 0, resampled vertices k, ` with Zk = Z`
are precluded from forming an edge, which results in biased estimates of certain statistics.
For the purposes of estimating subgraph counts, this drawback can be avoided, as demon-
strated by the results in Green and Shalizi (2017), but we will see that this causes a bias
when generating whole networks. We suspect that correcting for this deficiency is possible,
but it is not trivial and we do not pursue the question here. We also include, for the sake
of comparison, a parametric bootstrap procedure, which performs estimation over a much
smaller space of models compared to the RDPG-based resampling scheme and the empirical
graphon, and can thus serve as a gold standard when its underlying model is true.
In this set of experiments, following Bhattacharyya and Bickel (2015), we generate A
from a stochastic block model with two blocks and parameters
B = Bn =
5√
n
[
0.4 0.5
0.5 0.7
]
, pi =
[
0.5 0.5
]
.
We discard and regenerate A in the event that it is not connected, since we are interested
in the average shortest path in A conditional on it being finite. Given A, we construct
the estimate Xˆ = ASE(A, 2), replacing the zeros on the diagonal of A with the scaled
20
degrees n−1
∑
j Aij as before. Letting Fˆn denote the empirical distribution of Xˆ, we then
draw B = 100 bootstrap replicates of (Aˆ∗, Xˆ∗) ∼ RDPG(Fˆn, n), computing the average
shortest path of each iterate (and resampling in the event that a sample Aˆ∗ is not connected).
We note that for finite n, the ASE may produce an estimate Xˆ such that some entries
of E[Aˆ | Xˆ] = XˆXˆT are outside the interval [0,1]. When this occurs, we threshold the
resulting entries of the expected adjacency matrix to be either 0 or 1. For the empirical
graphon procedure described above, we resample from the same original observed network
A, resampling until a connected graph is produced. For the parametric bootstrap, we fit
a 2-block SBM to the observed network using spectral clustering. Letting the estimated
parameters be (Bˆ, pˆi), we draw the n × n adjacentry matrix Aˆ∗ from SBM(Bˆ, pˆi). In all
three bootstrap procedures, we generate 100 bootstrap samples, regenerating as needed to
ensure connected networks, and use these 100 bootstrap samples to obtain an estimate of
the variance of the average shortest path. We then use this variance to construct a 95%
confidence interval centered on the observed value of d¯A via a normal approximation.
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Figure 3: (a) Bootstrap distributions produced by the different resampling schemes in a
single trial, n = 50. The plot shows smoothed density plots of 100 samples of the average
shortest path distance generated by the empirical graphon (Emp, red), RDPG resampling
(RDPG, blue), and the parametric bootstrap (Para, green). A sample of 100 draws from the
true model is also plotted (Truth, purple). The black vertical line shows the estimated mean
of the true distribution, based on 10,000 Monte Carlo samples. (b) Confidence intervals
produced based on the variances of the three different bootstrap samples for different values
of n.
For each of n = 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, we ran 200 independent trials. For illustration,
results from a single run with n = 50 are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows a smoothed
density plot of the 100 bootstrap samples generated by the RDPG resampling scheme, the
empirical graphon and the parametric network bootstrap. In addition, the plot shows the
histogram of 100 independent draws from the true distribution of the average shortest path
under the generating model. The black vertical line indicates the mean of this distribution,
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estimated from 10,000 Monte Carlo samples, generated independently of the experimental
trials. It is clear from the plot that none of the three resampling methods captures the
true sampling distribution especially well, though the parametric bootstrap gives a better
approximation than either the empirical graphon or the RDPG resampler. Figure 3(b) shows
representative confidence intervals produced by the three sampling methods for each choice
of n, with the n = 50 condition corresponding to the same trial as in (a). We see that for
this particular problem, the parametric bootstrap scheme improves markedly over the other
two methods, yielding much narrower confidence intervals, as would be expected considering
that the true model is in fact the SBM.
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Figure 4: (a) Average CI length over 200 trials, for each value of n, produced by the empirical
graphon (Emp, red), parametric bootstrap (Par, green) and RDPG resampler (RDPG, blue).
(b) Effect of scaling the average degree on the average shortest path length, for an SBM on
n = 50, 100, 200 vertices.
This is further borne out in Figure 4(a), which shows the average confidence interval
length over the 200 trials, for each of the three methods. We see that the parametric boot-
strap consistently gives a confidence interval approximately half as long as that constructed
by the RDPG sampling scheme, and that the empirical graphon performs still worse. Unsur-
prisingly, given the widths of the confidence intervals, the coverage rates of both the RDPG
and empirical graphon were both uniformly 1, while the parametric bootstrap had an esti-
mated coverage rate that varied between 0.93 and 0.96 across the five values of n. We note
that since the true expected average shortest path distance is estimated via Monte Carlo,
we computed coverage rates under the milder requirement that a confidence interval was
considered to have covered the target if it overlapped the interval comprising two standard
errors of the mean of the Monte Carlo samples. This adjustment did not appreciably change
the coverage rates of the RDPG or empirical empirical graphon, but was required in order
to obtain the (approximately) correct coverage rate for the parametric bootstrap.
Figure 4(b) helps to illustrate the challenge of this problem. Consider rescaling the matrix
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B in the SBM described above with
Bν =
ν√
n
[
0.4 0.5
0.5 0.7
]
.
As ν increases, the number of edges increases on average, and thus the shortest paths between
vertices tend to become shorter. Figure 4(b) plots the average shortest path distance as a
function of ν for different values of n, based on 100 Monte Carlo replicates from SBM(Bν , pi).
The shaded region indicates two standard errors of the mean. We see that, especially for
sparser networks, a comparatively small change in the parameter ν may result in an outsized
effect on the average shortest path length. While this does not pose a severe problem for the
parametric bootstrap, since the variance as a function of ν does not change nearly as quickly
as the average shortest path length, we suspect that it does partially explain the overly wide
confidence intervals produced by the RDPG resampling scheme. Variance in the expected
degree of E[Aˆ∗ | Xˆ∗] in turn results in higher variance in the average shotrest path length.
6 Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented two methods for bootstrapping network data, applicable to any latent
space model but studied in this paper under the random dot product graph. For network
quantities expressible as U-statistics in the latent positions, our results in Section 3 show
that plugging in estimates of the true latent positions and proceeding with existing boot-
strap techniques for U-statistics yields a distributionally consistent resampling procedure.
Experimental evidence in Section 5.1 supports this claim. By design, our resampling scheme
is able to take advantage of existing computational speedups for bootstrapping U-statistics,
and thus provides a substantial computational improvement over existing approaches to
bootstrapping subgraph counts, which require expensive combinatorial enumeration.
We have also proposed a method to resample whole networks by first estimating the
latent positions and then drawing bootstrap samples from the empirical distribution of these
estimates, followed by generating the network itself. We have shown that, again under the
random dot product graph model, networks produced in this way are asymptotically distri-
butionally equivalent to the observed network from which they are built. This distributional
equivalence required defining the graph matching distance, which may be of independent
interest, as it provides a more intuitive notion of graph distance than the more popular cut
metric.
Directions for future work are many. As alluded to in the paper, the core ideas presented
here can be applied more broadly than the random dot product graph. Our results in this
paper can be extended trivially to the generalized random dot product graph Rubin-Delanchy
et al. (2017) and graph root distributions Lei (2018b), but the basic ideas should work for
any latent space model, as long as the latent positions can be accurately estimated. We leave
an exploration of the precise analogues of our results for other latent space models to future
work, along with investigating the extent to which the smoothness conditions required by
the results of Section 3 might be relaxed.
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Our results in Section 4 suggest several interesting lines of inquiry. Firstly, experiments
in Section 5.2 confirm that our resampling procedure improves over prior techniques for
generating whole network samples, but fails to obtain the desired coverage rate. Developing
a correction for this is of great interest. A small-scale experiment suggests that BCa (Efron
and Tibshirani 1994), a particularly popular bootstrap correction technique, alleviates this
issue to an extent. Unfortunately, the large number of bootstrap samples required for this
correction is rather prohibitive in the network context. More broadly, the ability to generate
bootstrap replicates of networks leads one to ask about the possibility of establishing network
analogues of classical bootstrap techniques such as the m-out-of-n bootstrap.
Finally, as discussed at the end of Section 4, convergence under the Wasserstein network
distance does not necessarily imply convergence of other network statistics such as
√
n-
scaled subgraph densities. It is possible that a stronger notion of distance will be required to
ensure such convergences, one that eschews the fairly local perspective of the cut metric and
graph matching distance in favor of more global measures of graph similarity. A distance
between networks that considers path lengths or k-hop neighborhoods of individual vertices
might better capture the global properties of networks that are necessary to ensure that,
for example, two networks have similar average path lengths. On the other hand, designing
custom graph distances for every network statistic of interest is not ideal either, and we
expect that future work in this direction will have to balance generality against improving
rates for specific network statistics.
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Appendix
Here we provide supplemental proofs and technical details. We note that in handling the
competing goals of notational precision and conformity with the existing literature, we have
opted for the latter, and as a result, a few symbols are overloaded. In particular, in the
appendices that follow, P will be used to denote either the subgraph density introduced in
Section 3 or the n-by-n expectation of the adjacency matrix A conditional on the latent
positions. Which of these is intended will be clear from the context. Similarly, the symbol
U is overloaded, denoting a U-statistic in some contexts and denoting an n-by-d matrix with
orthonormal columns in others. Again, which of these two is intended will be clear from the
context and from the fact that we subscript by n (i.e., Un, Uˆn, etc.) in the case of U-statistics,
and leave plain U, Uˆ to denote the matrices.
A Technical Results
We begin by collecting a handful of technical results from the existing literature on random
dot product graphs that will be useful in the proofs below.
Lemma 3. Let (A,X) ∼ RDPG(F, n) for some d-dimensional inner product distribution F .
Define P = XXT ∈ Rn×n so that E[A | X] = P and let USUT be the rank-d eigendecom-
position of P , so that S ∈ Rd×d is a diagonal matrix with entries given by the eigenvalues
λ1(P ) ≥ λ2(P ) ≥ · · · ≥ λd(P ) > 0 and U ∈ Rn×d has as its columns the d corresponding
unit eigenvectors. Similarly, let Uˆ SˆUˆT = XˆXˆT ∈ Rn×n be the rank-d approximation of A
given by its top d largest-magnitude eigenvalues and eigenvectors. That is, let Sˆ ∈ Rd×d be
the diagonal matrix with entries given by the d largest-magnitude eigenvalues of A and let
Uˆ ∈ Rn×d have as its columns the d corresponding unit eigenvectors. There exist constants
C2 ≥ C1 > 0 such that with probability at least 1− Cn−2,
C1n ≤ λd(P ) ≤ · · · ≤ λ1(P ) ≤ C2n (12)
and ‖A− P‖ ≤ C
√
n log n. (13)
Further, letting Q ∈ Rd×d be the orthogonal matrix guaranteed by Lemma 1, for all suitably
large n it holds with probability at least 1− Cn−2 that
‖Q− UˆTU‖F ≤ Cn−1 log n, (14)
‖QSˆ−1/2 − S−1/2Q‖F ≤ Cn−3/2 log1/2 n, (15)
‖UˆQ− U‖F ≤ C log
1/2 n√
n
. (16)
Proof. Equations (12) and (13) are Observations 1 and 2, respectively, in Levin et al. (2017).
Equation (14) and (15) follow from, respectively, Proposition 16 and Lemma 17 in Lyzinski
et al. (2017), with the slight alteration that we use the spectral norm bound of Oliveira
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(2009) rather than that of Lu and Peng (2013). A proof of Equation (16) appears in the
course of the proof of Lemma 5 in Levin et al. (2017). We restate it here for the sake of
completeness.
By Theorem 2 in Yu et al. (2015), there exists orthonormal Q ∈ Rd×d such that
‖UˆQ− U‖F ≤ C
√
d‖A− P‖
λd(P )
.
Applying Equation 13 yields (16).
Lemma 4. With notation as above, letting Q ∈ Rd×d denote the orthogonal matrix guaran-
teed by Lemma 1, with probability at least 1− Cn−2,
‖AUˆ(Sˆ−1/2Q−QS−1/2)‖F ≤ Cn−1/2 log1/2 n.
Proof. Let E = A − Uˆ SˆUˆT be the residual after making the best rank-d approximation to
A. By definition, the eigenvectors of E are orthogonal to the columns of Uˆ , whence EUˆ = 0,
and thus AUˆ = Uˆ Sˆ.
‖AUˆ(Sˆ−1/2Q−QS−1/2)‖F = ‖Uˆ SˆUˆT Uˆ(Sˆ−1/2Q−QS−1/2)‖F ≤ ‖Sˆ‖‖Sˆ−1/2Q−QS−1/2‖F .
Lemma 3 bounds the spectral norm as O(n), the Frobenius norm as O(n−3/2 log1/2 n), which
completes the proof.
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 10 of Lyzinski et al. (2014) to the case
where ∆ = EFX1XT1 ∈ Rd×d may have repeated eigenvalues.
Lemma 5. With notation and setup as above, Let Q ∈ Rd×d be the orthogonal matrix
guaranteed by Lemma 1. With probability at least 1− Cn−2,
‖A(UˆQ− U)S−1/2‖F ≤ Cn−1/2 log n.logfactor
Proof. Let E = A− Uˆ SˆUˆT as in the previous proof. Taking Q ∈ Rd×d to be as in Lemma 1,
by the triangle inequality and basic properties of the Frobenius norm,
‖A(UˆQ− U)S−1/2‖F = ‖(Uˆ SˆUˆT + E)(UˆQ− U)S−1/2‖F
≤ ‖Uˆ Sˆ‖‖Q− UˆTU‖F‖S−1/2‖+ ‖E‖‖UˆQ− U‖F‖S−1/2‖.
Applying Lemma 3, with probability 1−Cn−2, Equations (12) and (13), both hold, so that
‖S−1/2‖ = O(n−1/2) and ‖Sˆ‖ = O(n),
and Equation (14) implies
‖Uˆ‖‖Sˆ‖‖Q− UˆTU‖F‖S−1/2‖ ≤ Cn−1/2 log n.
Similarly, since ‖E‖ ≤ ‖A − P‖ = O(n1/2 log n) by Equation (13), Equation (16) implies
that
‖E‖‖UˆQ− U‖F‖S−1/2‖ ≤ Cn−1/2 log1/2 n.
Thus, combining the above two displays,
‖A(UˆQ− U)S−1/2‖F ≤ Cn−1/2 log n,
as we set out to show.
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B Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
Here we provide detailed proofs of the results in Section 3. Both rely on a second-order Taylor
expansion of the U-statistic evaluated at the true latent positions. A similar argument
appears in Tang et al. (2017b). The main technical challenge here comes from the more
complicated dependency structure of U-statistics which in turn requires a more involved
indexing and counting argument. The following two lemmas will prove useful in bounding
the linear and quadratic terms, respectively, in the Taylor expansion. Throughout this
appendix we use Cnm to denote the set of all m-tuples of strictly increasing integers from [n].
That is, Cnm = {(i1, i2, . . . , im) : i1, i2, . . . , im ∈ [n], 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < im ≤ n}. We write
RCnm to denote the set of vectors over the reals with entries indexed by the
(
n
m
)
elements of
Cnm, so that if v ∈ RCnm , then vc ∈ R for each c ∈ Cnm. For c ∈ Cnm and X ∈ Rn×d, we use Xc
to denote the m-by-d matrix formed by stacking the rows of X whose indices appear in c.
Lemma 6. Let F be a d-dimensional inner product distribution with (A,X) ∼ RDPG(F, n)
and let Xˆ = ASE(A, d). Let h : (Rd)m → R be a kernel function, symmetric in its arguments,
satisfying Assumptions U1 and U2. Then there exists orthogonal matrix Q ∈ Rd×d such that
for any fixed v ∈ RCnm, with probability at least 1− Cn−2,∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
c∈Cnm
vc(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇h)(Xc)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C maxc∈Cnm |vc|
(
n− 1
m− 1
)
log n.
Proof. Define the map Tm : Rn×d → RCnm×md, which transforms the matrix Y ∈ Rn×d
with rows Yi ∈ Rd for i = 1, 2, . . . , n into the matrix Y˜ = Tm(Y ) ∈ RCnm×md as follows.
Indexing the
(
n
m
)
rows of Y˜ = Tm(Y ) by the
(
n
m
)
elements of Cnm, define the row indexed by
c = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ Cnm as
Y˜c =

Yi1
Yi2
...
Yim

T
∈ Rmd.
Denote by diag(v) ∈ RCnm×Cnm the diagonal matrix with entries given by the elements of v.
Define M = M(∇h) ∈ RCnm×md with the row indexed by c = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ Cnm given by
Mc = (∇h)(Xc) = (∇h)


Xi1
Xi2
...
Xim

 ∈ Rmd.
That is, the row of M indexed by c ∈ Cnm is the gradient of h : Rmd → R evaluated at
Xc = [X
T
i1
, XTi2 , . . . , X
T
im ]
T . With these three definitions in hand, we have∑
c∈Cnm
vc(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇h)(Xc) = trMT diag(v)Tm(XˆQ−X).
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Using the fact that X = US1/2 = PUS−1/2 and Xˆ = Uˆ Sˆ1/2 = AUˆSˆ−1/2, adding and
subtracting appropriate quantities, and using the linearity of the trace and Tm, we have∑
c∈Cnm
vc(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇h)(Xc)
= tr
[
MT diag(v)Tm
(
AUˆ(Sˆ−1/2Q−QS−1/2)
)]
+ tr
[
MT diag(v)Tm
(
A(UˆQ− U)S−1/2
)]
+ tr
[
MT diag(v)Tm
(
(A− P )US−1/2) .]
Applying the triangle inequality, Cauchy-Schwarz and submultiplicativity, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
c∈Cnm
vc(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇h)(Xc)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖M‖F‖ diag(v)‖
[
‖Tm(AUˆ(Sˆ−1/2Q−QS−1/2))‖F + ‖Tm(A(UˆQ− U)S−1/2)‖F
]
+
∣∣tr [MT diag(v)Tm((A− P )US−1/2)]∣∣ .
(17)
By definition of Tm, each row of Z ∈ Rn×d appears in
(
n−1
m−1
)
rows of Tm(Z), and thus
‖Tm(Z)‖F =
(
n−1
m−1
)1/2‖Z‖F . Using this fact and applying Lemma 4,
‖Tm(AUˆ(Sˆ−1/2Q−QS−1/2))‖F =
(
n− 1
m− 1
)1/2
‖AUˆ(Sˆ−1/2Q−QS−1/2)‖F
≤ C
(
n− 1
m− 1
)1/2
n−1/2 log n
(18)
Similarly, this time using Lemma 5,
‖Tm(A(UˆQ− U)S−1/2)‖F ≤
(
n− 1
m− 1
)1/2
‖A(UˆQ− U)S−1/2‖F
≤ C
(
n− 1
m− 1
)1/2
n−1/2 log n.
(19)
Combining Equations (18) and (19) and using the fact that
‖M‖F =
∑
c∈Cnm
‖(∇h)(Xc)‖2
1/2 ≤ C√(n
m
)
by Assumption U2, it follows that with probability at least 1− Cn−2,
‖M‖F‖ diag(v)‖
[
‖Tm(AUˆ(Sˆ−1/2Q−QS−1/2))‖F + ‖Tm(A(UˆQ− U)S−1/2)‖F
]
≤ Cn−1/2‖ diag(v)‖
((
n
m
)(
n− 1
m− 1
))1/2
log n ≤ C‖ diag(v)‖
(
n− 1
m− 1
)
log n,
(20)
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where we have used the fact that m is assumed constant in n.
Returning to Equation (17), it remains to bound∣∣tr (MT diag(v)Tm((A− P )US−1/2))∣∣ .
By definition, for c ∈ Cnm, k ∈ [m], s ∈ [d],(Tm((A− P )US−1/2))c,d(k−1)+s = [(A− P )US−1/2]ik,s .
For any c = (i1, i2, . . . , im) ∈ Cnm and j ∈ [n], if j = ik for some k ∈ [m], define τ(j, c) = k.
With this notation in hand, define the matrix M˜ ∈ Rn×d by
M˜j,s =
∑
c∈Cnm:j∈c
vcMc,τ(j,c)+s, j ∈ [n], s ∈ [d],
and note that for some constant CF,h <∞ depending on h and F but not depending on n,∣∣∣M˜j,s∣∣∣ ≤ CF,h(n− 1
m− 1
)
‖ diag(v)‖, (21)
where we have again used Assumption U2. With this definition, let us ∈ Rn, s = 1, 2, . . . , d
be the eigenvectors of P with non-zero eigenvalues (i.e., the columns of U), so that us,i
denotes the i-th entry of the s-th eigenvector of P . Then
trMT diag(v)Tm((A− P )US−1/2) =
∑
c∈Cnm
vc
md∑
j=1
Mc,jTm
(
(A− P )US−1/2)
c,j
=
∑
c∈Cnm
vc
m∑
k=1
d∑
s=1
Mc,m(k−1)+s
[
(A− P )US−1/2]
ik,s
=
d∑
s=1
λ−1/2s
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
M˜i,s(A− P )i,jus,j
=
d∑
s=1
2λ−1/2s
∑
1≤i<j≤n
M˜i,s(A− P )i,jus,j −
d∑
s=1
λ−1/2s
n∑
i=1
M˜i,sPi,ius,i. (22)
The second term is bounded by∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
s=1
λ−1/2s
n∑
i=1
M˜i,sPi,ius,i
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
d∑
s=1
λ−1/2s
(
n∑
i=1
M˜2i,sP
2
i,i
)1/2
‖us‖
≤ Cd‖ diag(v)‖
(
n− 1
m− 1
)
,
(23)
where the first inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the second in-
equality follows from Equation (21), the fact that ‖us‖ = 1, the fact that P 2i,i ≤ 1, and
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Equation (12). For fixed s ∈ [d], the sum over 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n in (22) is a sum of independent
mean-0 random variables. Hoeffding’s inequality combined with Equation (21) yields
Pr
[∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
1≤i<j≤n
M˜i,s(A− P )i,jus,j
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ t
]
≤ 2 exp
{
−2t2
‖us‖2
∑n
i=1 M˜
2
i,s
}
≤ 2 exp
{
−2t2
Cn‖ diag(v)‖2(n−1
m−1
)2
}
.
Taking t = C‖ diag(v)‖(n−1
m−1
)√
n log n for suitably large constant C > 0, a union bound over
all s ∈ [d] implies that with probability 1− Cn−2, it holds for all s ∈ [d] that∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
1≤i<j≤n
M˜i,s(A− P )i,jus,j
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C‖ diag(v)‖
(
n− 1
m− 1
)√
n log n.
Applying Equation (12) to bound λ
−1/2
s and using Assumption U2, it holds with probability
at least 1− Cn−2 that∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
s=1
2λ−1/2s
∑
1≤i<j≤n
M˜i,s(A− P )i,jus,j
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cd‖ diag(v)‖
(
n− 1
m− 1
)
log1/2 n.
Combining this with Equation (23), both sums in (22) are bounded by Cd‖ diag(v)‖(n−1
m−1
)
log1/2 n,
and it holds with probability at least 1− Cn−2 that, since d is a constant,∣∣trMTTm((A− P )US−1/2)∣∣ ≤ C‖ diag(v)‖(n− 1
m− 1
)
log1/2 n.
Applying this and Equation (20) to Equation (17), we have∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
c∈Cnm
vc(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇h)(Xc)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C‖ diag(v)‖
(
n− 1
m− 1
)
log n,
and the result follows by construction of diag(v).
Lemma 7. Let (A,X) ∼ RDPG(F, n) for some d-dimensional inner product distribution F ,
so that X1, X2, . . . , Xn
i.i.d.∼ F and let Xˆ = ASE(A, d), with rows given by Xˆ1, Xˆ2, . . . , Xˆn ∈
Rd. For each c ∈ Cnm, let Zc ∈ Rmd be some point on the line segment connecting (XˆQ)c
and Xc. Suppose that h : (Rd)m → R a kernel, symmetric in its arguments, satisfying
Assumptions U1 and U2. Let v ∈ RCnm be a fixed vector and let Q ∈ Rd×d be the orthogonal
matrix guaranteed by Lemma 1. For all suitably large n, with probability at least 1− Cn−2,∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
c∈Cnm
vc(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇2h)(Zc)(XˆQ−X)c
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C maxc∈Cnm |vc|
(
n− 1
m− 1
)
log2 n.
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Proof. Let Q ∈ Rd×d be the orthogonal matrix guaranteed to exist with high probability
by Lemma 1. By Assumption U2, Lemma 1 implies that eventually Xc, (XˆQ)c ∈ S for all
c ∈ Cnm, and thus also Zc ∈ S for all c ∈ S. Applying the triangle inequality, Cauchy-Schwarz
and Assumption U2,∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
c∈Cnm
vc(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇2h)(Zc)(XˆQ−X)c
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∑
c∈Cnm
|vc| ‖(XˆQ−X)c‖22,∞‖(∇2h)(Zc)‖
≤ CF,h max
c∈Cnm
|vc|
(
n
m
)
‖XˆQ−X‖22,∞.
Applying Lemma 1 again, we have that with probability at least 1− Cn−2,∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
c∈Cnm
vc(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇2h)(Zc)(XˆQ−X)c
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C maxc∈Cnm |vc|
(
n
m
)
log2 n
n
. (24)
Using the fact that n−1
(
n
m
)
= m−1
(
n−1
m−1
)
and m is constant in n completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1. We prove the convergence
√
n(Uˆ∗n − θ) L−→ N (0,m2ζ1). The proof for
the ASE plug-in bootstrap Vˆ ∗n follows by a similar argument, and thus details are omitted.
For c ∈ Cnm and X ∈ Rn×d, define
Xc =

Xi1
Xi2
...
Xim
 ∈ Rmd.
Viewing the function h : (suppF )m → R as as h : Rmd → R and applying a second-order
multivariate Taylor expansion,
√
n
(
Uˆn − Un
)
=
√
n
(
n
m
)−1 ∑
c∈Cnm
(
h(Xˆi1 , . . . , Xˆim)− h(Xi1 , . . . , Xim)
)
=
√
n
(
n
m
)−1 ∑
c∈Cnm
(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇h)(Xc)
+
√
n
2
(
n
m
) ∑
c∈Cnm
(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇2h)(Zc)(XˆQ−X)c,
(25)
where Q ∈ Od is the orthogonal matrix guaranteed by Lemma 1 and Zc ∈ Rmd lies on the
line segment connecting (XˆQ)c and Xc. Lemma 6, with vc =
√
n
(
n
m
)−1
for all c ∈ Cnm, implies∣∣∣∣∣∣√n
(
n
m
)−1 ∑
c∈Cnm
(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇h)(Xc)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C log n√n .
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Lemma 7 similarly implies that∣∣∣∣∣∣
√
n
2
(
n
m
) ∑
c∈Cnm
(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇2h)(Zc)(XˆQ−X)c
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C log
2 n√
n
,
both holding with probability 1− Cn−2, and thus∣∣∣√n(Uˆn − Un)∣∣∣ ≤ C log2 n√
n
.
The Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that
√
n(Uˆn − Un) → 0 almost surely, as we wished to
show.
Proof of Theorem 2. By Slutsky’s theorem, it will suffice for us to show that
√
n(Uˆ∗n − U∗n) P−→ 0, (26)
since
√
n(U∗n − θ) L−→ N (0,m2ζ1) by our assumption that U∗n is distributionally consistent.
Applying an expansion similar to that in Equation (25) above, we have
√
n(Uˆ∗n − U∗n) =
√
n
∑
c∈Cnm
Wc
(
h(Xˆi1 , Xˆi2 , . . . , Xˆim)− h(Xi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xim)
)
=
√
n
∑
c∈Cnm
Wc(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇h)(Xc)
+
√
n
2
∑
c∈Cnm
Wc(XˆQ−X)Tc (∇2h)(Zc)(XˆQ−X)c
Condition on the weight vector W ∈ RCnm , which is independent of (A,X) ∼ RDPG(F, n).
Applying Lemmas 6 and 7 with vc =
√
nWc/
(
n
m
)
implies that with high probability,
√
n(Uˆ∗n − U∗n) ≤ C
√
n
(
n− 1
m− 1
)
maxc∈Cnm |Wc|(
n
m
) log2 n ≤ C maxc∈Cnm |Wc| log2 n√
n
,
where we have again used the fact that m is constant in n. Unconditioning, Assumption W1
ensures that √
n(Uˆ∗n − U∗n) = o(1),
which completes the proof.
C Proof of Theorems 3 and 4
Here we give proofs of the sparsity results discussed in Section 3. We first need to ensure
that in scaling the latent positions, we do not break the recovery guarantees of the ASE.
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Lemma 8. Let ρn → 0 be a sparsity parameter, satisfying ρnn = ω(log n). Let F be a
distribution on Rd with the property that for all suitably large n it holds for all x, y ∈ suppF
that ρnx
Ty ∈ [0, 1]. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn be drawn i.i.d. from F and, conditional on these
n points, for all suitably large n such that the Bernoulli success parameter makes sense,
generate symmetric adjacency matrix A with independent entries Aij ∼ Bern(ρnXTi Xj).
Letting Xˆ = ASE(A, d), there exists a sequence of orthogonal matrices Q ∈ Od such that
‖XˆQ−√ρX‖2,∞ ≤ log n√
ρn
Proof. Writing E[A | X] = ρP = ρXXT ∈ Rn×n and letting κ(M) denote the ratio of the
largest and smallest non-zero singular values of matrix M (i.e., the condition number ignoring
zero eigenvalues), using Lemma 1 in Levin et al. (2019), there exists a matrix Q ∈ Od such
that with high probability
‖XˆQ−√ρX‖2,∞ ≤ C‖(A− ρP )U‖2,∞√
λd(ρP )
+
C‖UT (A− ρP )U‖F√
λd(ρP )
+
C‖A− ρP‖2κ(ρP )
λ
3/2
d (ρP )
, (27)
provided that
‖A− ρP‖ < C0λd(ρP ) (28)
for some nonnegative constant C0 < 1. Our assumption that nρ = ω(log n) is enough to
ensure that Theorem 3.1 in Oliveira (2009) applies, and we have that
‖A− ρP‖ = O(
√
ρn log n)
By Equation (12) in Lemma 3, we have λd(P ) = Θ(n), whence λd(ρP ) = Θ(ρn). Since
ρn = ω(1) by assumption, it follows that ‖A− ρP‖ = o(λd(ρP )), and we conclude that the
bound in Equation (27) holds eventually.
We turn now to bounding the right-hand side of Equation (27). For fixed k, ` ∈ [d],
Hoeffding’s inequality implies
Pr
[∣∣∣∣∣∑
i,j
(Aij − ρPij)
∣∣∣∣∣
]
≤ Cn−2.
Recalling that the dimension d is constant, a union bound over all k, ` ∈ [d] and an application
of the Borel-Cantelli Lemma implies that
‖UT (A− ρP )U‖F = O(log1/2 n). (29)
A similar argument shows that
‖(A− ρP )U‖2,∞ = O(log1/2 n). (30)
Applying Equations (28), (29) and (30) to the right-hand side of Equation (27),
‖Xˆ − ρX‖2,∞ ≤ C log
1/2 n√
ρn
+
Cκ(ρP )ρn log n
(ρn)3/2
.
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Again using Equation (12) in Lemma 3, κ(ρP ) = λ1(ρP )/λd(ρP ) = O(1), and thus
‖Xˆ − ρX‖2,∞ ≤ C log n√
ρn
,
which completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3. Using arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 8 one can establish
sparse analogues of Lemmas 3, 6 and 7. Details are omitted. Theorem 3 then follows by
precisely the same line of argument as that used to prove Theorem 1.
D Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. Fix  > 0. Since orthogonal transformation of the latent positions does not change the
graphs’ distributions, we may assume without loss of generality that d˚1(F1, F2) = d1(F1, F2),
i.e., that Q = I is the minimizer in Equation (10). By definition of the Wasserstein distance
d1, there exists a coupling ν of X1 ∼ F1 and Z1 ∼ F2 such that∫
‖X1 − Z1‖dν ≤ d1(F1, F2) + . (31)
We will use this coupling ν to construct a coupling of A and H. Draw pairs
(X1, Z1), (X2, Z2), . . . , (Xn, Zn)
i.i.d.∼ ν.
It is a basic fact of Bernoulli random variables that if ξ1 ∼ Bern(p1) and ξ2 ∼ Bern(p2), then
d1(ξ1, ξ2) ≤ |p1 − p2|. Using this fact, conditional on (X,Z), we can couple (Aij, Hij) for
each i < j so that
Pr[Ai,j 6= Hi,j | Xi, Xj, Zi, Zj] ≤ |XTi Xj − ZTi Zj|. (32)
By construction, (A,X) ∼ RDPG(F1, n) and (H,Z) ∼ RDPG(F2, n) marginally, so this
scheme yields a valid coupling of A and H, which we denote (A,H) ∼ ν˜, and thus
W pp (A,H) ≤
∫
dpGM(A,H)dν˜(A,H).
By the definition of dGM, Jensen’s inequality, and the fact that A and H are binary, we have
dpGM(A,H) ≤
(
1
2
(
n
2
)−1
‖A−H‖1
)p
≤
(
n
2
)−1∑
i<j
|A−H|pi,j =
(
n
2
)−1∑
i<j
|A−H|i,j,
whence∫
dpGM(A,H)dν˜(A,H) ≤
(
n
2
)−1∑
i<j
∫
|A−H|i,jdν˜ =
(
n
2
)−1∑
i<j
ν˜ ({Aij 6= Hij}) . (33)
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Since Equation (32) holds under the coupling ν˜, we have
ν˜ ({Aij 6= Hij}) ≤
∫ ∫
|XTi Xj − ZTi Zj|dν(Xi, Zi)dν(Xj, Zj).
We can therefore further bound Equation (33) by∫
dpGM(A,H)dν˜(A,H) ≤
∫ ∫
|XT1 X2 − ZT1 Z2|dν(X1, Z1)dν(X2, Z2)
≤
∫ ∫
(‖X1‖+ ‖Z1‖) ‖X2 − Z2‖dνdν
≤ 2
(∫
‖X2 − Z2‖dν ≤ d1(F1, F2) + 
)
,
where we have used the fact that both F1 and F2, being inner product distributions, have
supports contained in the unit ball, and the last inequality follows from Equation (31). Thus,
we conclude that
W pp (A,H) ≤ 2 (d1(F1, F2) + ) ,
and the result follows since  > 0 was arbitrary.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let us first fix notation. Recall that (A,X) ∼ RDPG(F, n) and that
(H,Z) ∼ RDPG(F, n) independently of (A,X). Let Fn = n−1
∑n
i=1 δXi denote the em-
pirical distribution of the true latent positions of A, and, conditional on X, let (A∗, X∗) ∼
RDPG(Fn, n). Letting Fˆn denote the empirical distribution of the ASE estimates Xˆ1, Xˆ2, . . . , Xˆn,
by definition of Aˆ∗, we have that conditional on A, (Aˆ∗, Xˆ∗) ∼ RDPG(Fˆ , n) analogously. By
the triangle inequality,
Wp(H, Aˆ
∗) ≤ Wp(A∗, H) +Wp(A∗, Aˆ∗). (34)
By Lemma 2, we have
W pp (A
∗, H) ≤ 2d1(Fn, F ) = O(n−1/d log n), (35)
where we have used the fact that d-dimensional product distributions have bounded support
(hence all moments of X1 ∼ F are finite) to apply Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 5.2 from
Lei (2018a) (with q = ∞ and p = 1 in the notation of that paper) to bound d1(Fn, F ) =
O(n−1/(2∨d) log n). To bound Wp(A∗, Aˆ∗), we will construct a coupling similar to that in the
proof of Lemma 2.
Letting ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn) be a vector of independent draws from the uniform distribution
on [n], we can write Xˆ∗i = Xˆξi for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n and X
∗
i = Xξi analogously. Thus,
we can couple the latent positions of Aˆ∗ and A∗ through the random vector ξ. Then,
conditional on X, A and ξ, we can further couple the entries of Aˆ∗ and A∗ via the same
coupling construction used in the proof of Lemma 2 above, so that
Pr[A∗i,j 6= Aˆ∗i,j | A,X, ξ] ≤ |XTξiXξj − XˆTξiXˆξj |.
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Letting ν denote the resulting joint measure on (ξ,X,A,A∗, Aˆ∗),
W pp (A
∗, Aˆ∗) ≤
∫ (‖A∗ − Aˆ∗‖1
n(n− 1)
)p
dν ≤
∫ ‖A∗ − Aˆ∗‖1
n(n− 1) dν, (36)
where we have used Jensen’s inequality and the fact that A∗ and Aˆ∗ are binary, as in the proof
of Lemma 2. We will proceed to bound the integral on the right-hand side. Let En denote
the event that the bound in Lemma 1 holds. On Ecn, we can trivially bound dGM(A
∗, Aˆ∗) by
1. Since En depends only on A and X, and the marginal distribution of (A,X) under ν is
(A,X) ∼ RDPG(F, n) by construction of ν, Lemma 1 implies ν(Ecn) = O(n−2). Thus,∫ ‖A∗ − Aˆ∗‖1
n(n− 1) dν ≤
∫
En
‖A∗ − Aˆ∗‖1
n(n− 1) dν +O(n
−2)
=
∑
i<j
ν
({
A∗i,j 6= Aˆ∗i,j
}
, En
)
n(n− 1) +O(n
−2).
By our construction of the coupling ν, we have
ν
({
A∗i,j 6= Aˆ∗i,j
})
≤ |XTξiXξj − XˆTξiXˆξj |.
By Lemma 1, when En holds, this difference of absolute values is bounded by O(n
−1/2 log n),
and thus we have∫ ‖A∗ − Aˆ∗‖1
n(n− 1) dν ≤
(
n
2
)−1∑
i<j
ν
({
A∗i,j 6= Aˆ∗i,j
}
, En
)
+O(n−2)
= O(n−1/2 log n) +O(n−2) = O(n−1/2 log n).
Plugging this bound into Equation (36), we conclude that
W pp (A
∗, Aˆ∗) = O(n−1/2 log n).
Applying this and Equation (35) to Equation (34), we conclude that
W pp (H, Aˆ
∗) = O
(
(n−1/2 + n−1/d) log n
)
,
as we set out to show.
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